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Business-activity: 
 
Restoration and rehabilitation of the historical center of Odessa: 
More than 200 buildings of architectural monuments were restored, including those from the UNESCO 
cultural heritage list (Catherine (Yekaterinskaya) Square).  
 
Design, construction  and renovation of medical facilities: 
- The new building of the Odesa Regional Child Health Clinical Hospital, 
- The Odesa Clinical Infectious Diseases Hospital, 
- The Child health Antitubercular sanatorium, 
- The Antitubercular clinic. 
 
Design and construction of socially significant infrastructure and transportation  system projects: 
- construction of a deep-water sea marine discharge - a system of high-diameter pipes in the Odesa Bay; 
- construction of drainage systems  for wastewater(including Wastewater Treatment Plants)  in four cities 
of Ukraine; 
- construction, reconstruction and maintenance of drainage systems and irrigation canals in Ukraine; 
- reconstruction of port facilities and moorings, dredging and building up the territories of the Black Sea 
ports; 
- construction and reconstruction of office buildings throughout the country under a contract with the 
Government of Ukraine, the State Employment Service of Ukraine, the State Tax Administration of 
Ukraine and municipalities. 
 
Abroad activity:  
Since 2010 until now Ruslan Tarpan has been actively seeking new markets for construction and 
investment projects, periodically participating in tenders in the Middle East, Eastern Europe, Central Asia 
and Africa, as well as collaborating at the invitation of the government agencies of countries of these 
regions in the pre-contract services on the most socially significant projects, dominantly, water supply 
and sanitation projects, hydrotechnical structures, hospitals, medical centers.  
 
In this course, he and his company's teams of experts have been periodically performing consulting 
services and participating in tenders, basically, related to water supply and sanitation projects (concepts 
development and technical proposals prepared within  joint ventures with local and international 
companies) in Namibia, Zambia, Botswana, Saudi Arabia, Oman, Kuwait, Iraq, UAE, etc. For participation 
(partnership) in the evaluation, development and implementation of such projects Ruslan Tarpan has 
established stable contacts with the best of its kind in the sphere and regions of his business - interests - 
suppliers, subcontractors and consultants (Austria, Belgium, China, Japan, Kuwait, Norway South Korea, 
Singapore, Taiwan, UAE, UK, US). 

 
Born August, 14, 1971 in 
Odesa, Ukraine 

 

 
Education: 

Odesa National University 
of Economics 
 PhD in Economics and 

Master of Business 
Administration 
(Construction 
Management). 

 
 

Social activity: 

1994-2010  - Deputy of the 
Odesa City Council. 
 
He is actively involved in 
supporting cultural events in 
Odesa, including participation 
in its intellectual and musical 
events, as well as in the 
preservation and 
development of the heritage 
of urban architecture and its 
history. 


